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Abstract
In most real world scenarios, a policy trained by reinforcement learning in one en-
vironment needs to be deployed in another, potentially quite different environment.
However, generalization across different environments is known to be hard. A
natural solution would be to keep training after deployment in the new environment,
but this cannot be done if the new environment offers no reward signal. Our work
explores the use of self-supervision to allow the policy to continue training after de-
ployment without using any rewards. While previous methods explicitly anticipate
changes in the new environment, we assume no prior knowledge of those changes
yet still obtain significant improvements. Empirical evaluations are performed on
diverse environments from DeepMind Control suite and ViZDoom. Our method
improves generalization in 25 out of 30 environments across various tasks, and
outperforms domain randomization on a majority of environments.1
1 Introduction
Deep reinforcement learning (RL) has achieved considerable success when combined with convo-
lutional neural networks for deriving actions from image pixels [32, 27, 35, 68, 1]. However, one
significant challenge for real-world deployment of vision-based RL remains: a policy trained in one
environment might not generalize to other new environments not seen during training. Already hard
for RL alone, the challenge is exacerbated when a policy faces high-dimensional visual inputs.
A well explored class of solutions is to learn robust policies that are simply invariant to changes in
the environment [44, 60, 49, 43, 26]. For example, domain randomization [60, 40, 42, 69] applies
data augmentation in a simulated environment to train a single robust policy, with the hope that
the augmented environment covers enough factors of variation in the test environment. However,
this hope may be difficult to realize when the test environment is truly unknown. With too much
randomization, training a policy that can simultaneously fit numerous augmented environments
requires much larger model and sample complexity. With too little randomization, the actual changes
in the test environment might not be covered, and domain randomization may do more harm than
good since the randomized factors are now irrelevant. Both phenomena have been observed in our
experiments. In all cases, this class of solutions requires human experts to anticipate the changes
before the test environment is seen. This cannot scale as more test environments are added with more
diverse changes.
Instead of learning a robust policy invariant to all possible environmental changes, we argue that it is
better for a policy to keep learning during deployment and adapt to its actual new environment. A
naive way to implement this in RL is to fine-tune the policy in the new environment using rewards
1Project page with code: https://nicklashansen.github.io/PAD/
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as supervision [48]. However, while it is relatively easy to craft a dense reward function during
training [13, 41], during deployment it is often impractical.
In this paper, we tackle an alternative problem setting in vision-based RL: adapting a pre-trained
policy to an unknown environment without any reward. We do this by introducing self-supervision
to obtain “free” training signal during deployment. Standard self-supervised learning employs
auxiliary tasks designed to automatically create training labels using only the input data (see section 2
for details). Inspired by this, our policy is jointly trained with two objectives: a standard RL
objective and, additionally, a self-supervised objective applied on an intermediate representation of
the policy network. During training, both objectives are active, maximizing expected reward and
simultaneously constraining the intermediate representation through self-supervision. During testing /
deployment, only the self-supervised objective (on the raw observational data) remains active, forcing
the intermediate representation to adapt to the new environment.
We experiment with two different self-supervised tasks, on two sets of environments: DeepMind
Control suite [59] and the CRLMaze [29] ViZDoom [67] navigation task. We evaluate generalization
by testing in new environments with changes unknown during training. Our method improves
generalization in 19 out of 22 test environments across various tasks in DeepMind Control suite, and
in 6 out of 8 test environments on CRLMaze, outperforming domain randomization on a majority of
these environments.
2 Related Work
Self-supervised learning is a powerful way to learn visual representations from unlabeled data [62,
6, 63, 71, 38, 36, 72, 11]. Researchers have proposed to use auxiliary data prediction tasks, such as
undoing rotation [11], solving a jigsaw puzzle [36], tracking [64], etc. to provide supervision in lieu
of labels. In RL, the idea of learning visual representations and action at the same time has been
investigated [23, 20, 39, 14, 70, 55, 24, 68]. For example, Srinivas et al. [55] use self-supervised
contrastive learning techniques [4, 19, 66, 16] to improve sample efficiency in RL by jointly training
the self-supervised objective and RL objective. However, this has not been shown to generalize to
unseen environments. Other works have applied self-supervision for better generalization across
environments [39, 7, 51]. For example, Pathak et al. [39] use a self-supervised prediction task
to provide dense rewards for exploration in novel environments. While results on environment
exploration from scratch are encouraging, how to transfer a trained policy (with extrinsic reward) to a
novel environment remains unclear. Hence, these methods are not directly applicable to the proposed
problem in our paper.
Generalization across different distributions is a central challenge in machine learning. In domain
adaptation, target domain data is assumed to be accessible [9, 61, 8, 12, 30, 56]. For example,
Tzeng et al. [61] use adversarial learning to align the feature representations in both the source and
target domain during training. Similarly, the setting of domain generalization [10, 28, 31] assumes
that all domains are sampled from the same meta distribution, but the same challenge remains and
now becomes generalization across meta-distributions. Our work focuses instead on the setting of
generalizing to truly unseen changes in the environment which cannot be anticipated at training time.
There have been several recent benchmarks in our setting for image recognition [17, 46, 47, 52].
For example, in Hendrycks and Dietterich [17], a classifier trained on regular images is tested on
corrupted images, with corruption types unknown during training; the method of Hendrycks et al.
[18] is proposed to improve robustness on this benchmark. Following similar spirit, in the context of
RL, domain randomization [42, 60, 40, 45, 69] helps a policy trained in simulation to generalize to
real robots. For example, Tobin et al. [60], Sadeghi and Levine [49] propose to render the simulation
environment with random textures and train the policy on top. The learned policy is shown to
generalize to real robot manipulation tasks. Instead of deploying a fixed policy, we train and adapt the
policy to the new environment with observational data that is naturally revealed during deployment.
Test-time adaptation for deep learning is starting to be used in computer vision [53, 54, 3, 34, 57,
65]. For example, Shocher et al. [54] shows that image super-resolution can be learned at test time
(from scratch) simply by trying to upsample a downsampled version of the input image. Bau et al.
[3] show that adapting the prior of a generative adversarial network to the statistics of the test image
improves photo manipulation tasks. Our work is closely related to the test-time training method of Sun
et al. [57], which performs joint optimization of image recognition and self-supervised learning with
rotation prediction [11], then uses the self-supervised objective to adapt the representation of each
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Figure 1. Left: training before deployment. For off-policy methods, observations are sampled from a
replay buffer. For on-policy methods, observations are collected during roll-outs. We optimize both
the RL and self-supervised objective. Right: Policy Adaptation during Deployment. Observations are
collected from the test environment online with no memory, and we optimize only the self-supervised
objective.
individual image during testing. Instead of image recognition, we perform test-time adaptation for RL
with visual inputs in an online fashion. As the agent interacts with an environment using its policy,
we can keep obtaining new observational data in a stream for training the visual representations.
3 Method
In this section, we describe our proposed Policy Adaptation during Deployment (PAD) approach.
It can be implemented on top of any policy network and standard RL algorithm (both on-policy
and off-policy) that can be described by minimizing some RL objective J(θ) w.r.t. the collection of
parameters θ using stochastic gradient descent.
3.1 Network Architecture
We modify the network architecture to allow the policy and the self-supervised prediction to share
features. For the collection of parameters θ of a given policy network pi, we split it sequentially into
θ = (θe, θa), where θe collects the parameters of the feature extractor, and θa is the head that outputs
a distribution over actions. We define networks pie with parameters θe and pia with parameters θa
such that pi(s; θ) = pia(pie(s)), where s represents the input image observation. One can think of
pie as converting raw pixels to latent representations of physical quantities such as joint angles and
locations, and pia as a controller based on these quantities.
The goal of our method is to modify pie at test time using gradients from a self-supervised task,
such that pie (and consequently piθ) can generalize. Let pis with parameters θs be the self-supervised
prediction head and its collection of parameters, and the input to pis be the output of pie (refer to
Figure 1 for an illustration of our method). In this work, the self-supervised task is inverse dynamics
prediction for motor control, and rotation prediction for navigation.
3.2 Inverse Dynamics Prediction and Rotation Prediction
At each time step, we always observe a transition sequence in the form of (st,at, st+1), during both
training and testing. Naturally, self-supervision can be derived from taking parts of the sequence
and predicting the rest. An inverse dynamics model takes the states before and after transition, and
predicts the action in between. In this work, the inverse dynamics model pis operates on the feature
space extracted by pie. We can write the inverse dynamics prediction objective formally as
L(θs, θe) = `
(
at, pis (pie(st), pie(st+1))
)
(1)
For continuous actions, ` is the mean squared error between the ground truth and the model output.
For discrete actions, the output is a soft-max distribution over the action space, and ` is the cross-
entropy loss. Empirically, we find this self-supervised task to be most effective with continuous
actions, possibly because inverse dynamics prediction in a small space of discrete actions is not as
challenging. Note that we predict the inverse dynamics instead of the forward dynamics, because
when operating on the feature space, the latter can produce trivial solutions such as the constant zero
feature for every state. If we perform prediction with forward dynamics in pixel space, the task will
be extremely challenging given the large uncertainty in pixel prediction.
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As an alternative self-supervised task, we use the rotation prediction task [11]. We rotate an image by
one of 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees as input to the network, and cast this as a four-way classification
problem to determine which one of these four ways the image has been rotated. This simple task is
shown to be effective for learning representation for object configuration and scene structure, which
is beneficial for diverse downstream visual recognition tasks [56, 18, 5].
3.3 Training and Testing
Before deployment of the policy, because we have signals from both the reward and self-supervised
auxiliary task, we can train with both in the fashion of multi-task learning. This corresponds to the
following optimization problem during training minθa,θs,θe J(θa, θe) + αL(θs, θe), where α > 0 is
a trade-off hyper-parameter. During deployment, we cannot optimize J anymore since the reward is
unavailable, but we can still optimize L to update both θs and θe. Empirically, we find only negligible
difference with keeping θs fixed at test-time, so we simply update both since the gradients have to
be calculated for both regardless. As we obtain new images from the stream of visual inputs in the
environment, θ keeps being updated until the episode ends. This corresponds to, for each iteration
t = 1...T :
st ∼ p(st|at−1, st−1) (2)
θs(t) = θs(t− 1)−∇θsL(xt; θs(t− 1), θe(t− 1)) (3)
θe(t) = θe(t− 1)−∇θeL(xt; θs(t− 1), θe(t− 1)) (4)
at = pi(st; θ(t)) with θ(t) = (θe(t), θa), (5)
where θs(0) = θs, θe(0) = θe, s0 is the initial condition given by the environment, a0 = piθ(s0), p is
the unknown environment transition, and L is the self-supervised objective as previously introduced.
Our method above can also be interpreted from the perspective of adaptive control [2]. Equations (3)
and (4) can be viewed as the internal dynamics of the controller, which performs parameter updates on
the fly using feedback from the environment. It is widely recognized that while robust control is better
for systems with abrupt changes, adaptive control is more suitable for systems with slow-varying
deviations and uncertainties like seen in our paper [25, 50]. However, the main bottleneck for the
widespread adoption of adaptive controllers is that designing suitable internal dynamics (update rules)
for them is extremely hard from the control theory perspective and requires expert knowledge of
the system. Instead, we opt for a generic self-supervised objective, and the internal dynamics are
obtained through optimization on the objective rather than explicit design. That is, we automate the
design of internal dynamics of an adaptive controller through learning.
4 Experiments
In this work, we investigate how well an agent trained in one environment (denoted as the training
environment) generalizes to unseen test environments derived by making distinct environmental
changes to the training environment. Specifically, we evaluate the episodic cumulative reward of our
method (PAD) and baselines on continuous control tasks from DeepMind Control (DMC) suite [59]
as well as the CRLMaze [29] navigation task, and experiment with both stationary (colors, objects,
textures, lighting) and non-stationary (videos) environment changes. Agents have no access to any
reward signal during deployment and is expected to generalize without pre-training or resetting within
the test environment. As such, a good agent achieves a high cumulative reward in both training and
test environments. Samples from the environments are shown in Figure 2. In this experimental setup,
we further investigate how the choice of self-supervised task impacts our method and we show that
PAD benefits tremendously from its online formulation. Our findings are detailed in the following.
4.1 DeepMind Control
DeepMind Control (DMC) [59] is a collection of continuous control tasks where agents only observe
raw pixels. Generalization benchmarks on DMC represent diverse real-world tasks for motor control,
and contain distracting surroundings that are not correlated with the reward signals.
Network details. Network architecture is adopted for all methods from Yarats et al. [70] but with
certain modifications: the feature extractor pie has 8 convolutional layers shared between the RL
head pia and self-supervised head pis, and we split the network into architecturally identical heads
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Figure 2. Left: Training environments of DMC (top) and CRLMaze (bottom). Right: Test environ-
ments of DMC (top) and CRLMaze (bottom). Changes to DMC include: randomized colors, video
backgrounds, and distracting objects. The same environment changes are applied to all tasks in DMC.
Changes to CRLMaze include the texture of walls, floor, and ceiling, as well as lighting.
Table 1. Cumulative reward in test environments with randomized colors, average of 10 seeds. Best
method on each task is in bold and brown compares SAC+IDM with and without PAD.
Randomized colors Blind SAC SAC (DR) SAC+IDM SAC+IDM (PAD)
Walker, walk 235± 17 414± 74 594± 104 406± 29 468± 47
Walker, stand 388± 10 719± 74 715± 96 743± 37 797± 46
Cartpole, swingup 132± 41 592± 50 647± 48 585± 73 630± 63
Cartpole, balance 646± 131 857± 60 867± 37 835± 40 848± 29
Ball in cup, catch 150± 96 411± 183 470± 252 471± 75 563± 50
Finger, spin 3± 2 626± 163 465± 314 757± 62 803± 72
Finger, turn_easy 172± 27 270± 43 167± 26 283± 51 304± 46
Cheetah, run 264± 75 154± 41 145± 29 121± 38 159± 28
Reacher, easy 107± 11 163± 45 105± 37 201± 32 214± 44
following pie. Each head consists of 3 convolutional layers followed by 4 fully connected layers.
Observations are stacks (k = 3) of colored frames, and random cropping is applied as in Srinivas
et al. [55]. Hyper-parameters are taken directly from Yarats et al. [70]. During deployment, we
optimize the self-supervised objective online w.r.t. θe, θs for one gradient step per time iteration.
Implementation details are described further in appendix A.
Experimental setup. We experiment with 9 tasks from DMC and measure generalization to four
types of test environments: (i) randomized colors of foreground, background and the agent itself; (ii)
natural videos as background; (iii) distracting objects placed in the scene; and (iv) the unmodified
training environment. For each test environment, we evaluate methods across 10 seeds and 100
randomly initialized episodes. When a given test environment is not applicable to a certain task, e.g.
if the task has no background for the video background setting, it is excluded from the benchmark.
Tasks are selected on the basis of diversity, as well as the success of vision-based RL in previous
work [70, 55] on the tasks. On DMC, we apply our method to SAC [15] and use an inverse dynamics
model (IDM) for self-supervision, as we find that learning a model of the motors works well for
motor control. For completeness, we ablate the choice of self-supervision.
We compare our method to multiple baselines: (i) a blind agent without access to frames nor state,
only observing its previous actions (denoted Blind); (ii) SAC with no modification (denoted SAC);
(iii) SAC trained with domain randomization on a fixed set of 100 colors (denoted SAC (DR)); and
finally (iv) SAC with an IDM but without PAD (denoted SAC+IDM). Our approach using SAC+IDM
with PAD is denoted by SAC+IDM (PAD). Colors in the randomized domain are sampled from the
same distribution as evaluation, but with lower variance in pixel intensities, as we find that training
directly on the test distribution is too hard and does not converge. We report results for all methods
and highlight the best in bold, whereas brown color compares SAC+IDM with and without PAD.
Robustness to color change. Robustness to subtle changes such as color is essential to deployment
of RL algorithms in the real world. We evaluate generalization of our method and baselines on a fixed
set of 100 colors of foreground, background and the agent itself, and report the results in Table 1. We
find that PAD improves generalization of SAC+IDM in all tasks considered, and outperforms SAC
trained with domain randomization in 6 out of 9 tasks. Surprisingly, despite a significant overlap
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Table 2. Cumulative reward in test environments with video backgrounds, average of 10 seeds. Best
method on each task is in bold and brown compares SAC+IDM with and without PAD.
Video backgrounds Blind SAC SAC (DR) SAC+IDM SAC+IDM (PAD)
Walker, walk 235± 17 616± 80 655± 55 694± 85 717± 79
Walker, stand 388± 10 899± 53 869± 60 902± 51 935± 20
Cartpole, swingup 132± 41 375± 90 485± 67 487± 90 521± 76
Cartpole, balance 646± 131 693± 109 766± 92 691± 76 687± 58
Ball in cup, catch 150± 96 393± 175 271± 189 362± 69 436± 55
Finger, spin 3± 2 447± 102 338± 207 605± 61 691± 80
Finger, turn_easy 172± 27 355± 108 223± 91 355± 110 362± 101
Cheetah, run 264± 75 194± 30 150± 34 164± 42 206± 34
Table 3. Cumulative reward in test environments with distracting objects, average of 10 seeds. Best
method on each task is in bold and brown compares SAC+IDM with and without PAD.
Distracting objects Blind SAC SAC (DR) SAC+IDM SAC+IDM (PAD)
Cartpole, swingup 132± 41 815± 60 809± 24 776± 58 771± 64
Cartpole, balance 646± 131 969± 20 938± 35 964± 26 960± 29
Ball in cup, catch 150± 96 177± 111 331± 189 482± 128 545± 173
Finger, spin 3± 2 652± 184 564± 288 836± 62 867± 72
Finger, turn_easy 172± 27 302± 68 165± 12 326± 101 347± 48
between the test domain and its training domain, domain randomization generalizes no better than
vanilla SAC on a majority of the tasks. Further, we find that the relative improvement of PAD
improves over time, as shown in Figure 3, and our method thus naturally extends beyond episodic
deployment.
Figure 3. Relative improvement in instanta-
neous reward over time for our method on
the 100-color environment in DMC. We show
here three tasks in which PAD improves by a
large margin and one task where it does not.
Non-stationary test environments. In the previ-
ous experiment, we show that our method can adapt
to stationary changes in the test environment. In
real-world deployments, however, environments are
rarely static. To explore whether PAD can adapt to
non-stationary environments, we evaluate general-
ization to 10 video backgrounds (refer to Figure 2).
As shown in Table 2, our method outperforms all
baselines in 6 out of 8 tasks, often by a large mar-
gin. Domain randomization generalizes comparably
worse to videos, which we conjecture is not because
test environments are non-stationary, but rather be-
cause the image statistics of videos are not covered by
the randomized color distribution that it was trained
on. In fact, domain randomization is outperformed by
the vanilla SAC algorithm in a majority of tasks with
video backgrounds, which is in line with the findings
of Packer et al. [37].
Generalization in scene contents. Orthogonal to changes in color and background, scene contents
themselves can be considered a change of environment. We hypothesize that: (i) an agent trained
with an IDM is comparably less distracted by scene content unrelated to the task at hand; and (ii)
that PAD can adapt to unexpected objects in the scene. We test these hypotheses by placing an alien
object (a red ball) in the scene and observe robustness to a total of 28 different object positions in
both the foreground and background of the scene. There is no physical interaction between the placed
objects and the agent. Empirical results are shown in Table 3. We find that our method improves
SAC+IDM and outperforms all other baselines in 3 out of 5 tasks, and by a large margin in two of
those tasks. All methods are relatively unaffected by objects in the two cartpole tasks.
Training and testing in the same environment. In simulation, agents are typically trained and
tested on the same environment. For completeness, we also evaluate our method in this setting
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Table 4. Cumulative reward of our method and baselines on the training environment for each of the
9 tasks considered in DMC, average of 10 seeds. Best method on each task is in bold and brown
compares SAC+IDM with and without PAD. PAD hurts minimally when environment is unchanged.
Training env. Blind SAC SAC (DR) SAC+IDM SAC+IDM (PAD)
Walker, walk 235± 17 847± 71 756± 71 911± 24 895± 28
Walker, stand 388± 10 959± 11 928± 36 966± 8 956± 20
Cartpole, swingup 132± 41 850± 28 807± 36 849± 30 845± 34
Cartpole, balance 646± 131 978± 22 971± 30 982± 20 979± 21
Ball in cup, catch 150± 96 725± 355 469± 339 919± 118 910± 129
Finger, spin 3± 2 809± 138 686± 295 928± 45 927± 45
Finger, turn_easy 172± 27 462± 146 243± 124 462± 152 455± 160
Cheetah, run 264± 75 387± 74 195± 46 384± 88 380± 91
Reacher, easy 107± 11 264± 113 92± 45 390± 126 365± 114
Table 5. Ablations on the randomized color test domain of DMC. All methods implicitly use SAC.
CURL represents RL with a contrastive learning task [55] and Rot represents rotation prediction
task [11]. Offline PAD is here denoted O-PAD for brevity, whereas the default usage of PAD is in an
online setting. Best method is in bold and brown compares SAC+IDM with and without PAD.
Randomized colors CURL CURL (PAD) Rot Rot (PAD) IDM IDM (O-PAD) IDM (PAD)
Walker, walk 445± 99 495± 70 335± 7 330± 30 406± 29 441± 16 468± 47
Walker, stand 662± 54 753± 49 673± 4 653± 27 743± 37 727± 21 797± 46
Cartpole, swingup 454± 110 413± 67 493± 52 477± 38 585± 73 578± 69 630± 63
Cartpole, balance 782± 13 763± 5 710± 72 734± 81 835± 40 796± 37 848± 29
Ball in cup, catch 231± 92 332± 78 291± 54 314± 60 471± 75 490± 16 563± 50
Finger, spin 691± 12 588± 22 695± 36 689± 20 757± 62 767± 43 803± 72
Finger, turn_easy 202± 32 186± 2 283± 68 230± 53 283± 51 321± 10 304± 46
Cheetah, run 202± 22 211± 20 127± 3 135± 12 121± 38 112± 35 159± 28
Reacher, easy 325± 32 378± 62 99± 29 120± 7 201± 32 241± 24 214± 44
and results are shown in Table 4. We show that, while PAD improves generalization to novel
test environments, the performance of SAC+IDM is virtually unchanged by PAD on the training
environment but still outperforms baselines on most tasks, which we hypothesize is because the self-
supervised objective improves learning by constraining the intermediate representation of policies.
Choice of self-supervised task. We examine how much the choice of self-supervised task con-
tributes to the overall success of our method, and consider the following ablations: (i) replacing
inverse dynamics with the rotation prediction task described in subsection 3.2; and (ii) replacing it
with the recently proposed CURL [55] contrastive learning algorithm for RL. As shown in Table 5,
PAD improves generalization of CURL in a majority of tasks on the randomized color benchmark,
and in 4 out of 9 tasks using rotation prediction. However, inverse dynamics as auxiliary task
produces more consistent results and offers better generalization overall. We argue that learning
inverse dynamics produces better representations for motor control since it connects observations
directly to actions, whereas CURL and rotation prediction operates purely on observations.
Offline versus online learning. Since observations that arrive sequentially usually are highly
correlated, we hypothesize that our method benefits significantly from learning online. To test this
hypothesis, we run an offline variant of our method in which network updates are "forgotten" after
each step. In this setting, our method can only adapt to single observations and do not benefit from
learning over time. Results are shown in Table 5. We find that our method benefits tremendously
from online learning, but learning offline still improves generalization on a number of tasks.
4.2 CRLMaze
CRLMaze [29] is a time-constrained navigation task for ViZDoom [67], in which an agent
is to navigate around a maze and collect objects. An agent has valid actions A =
{MoveForward, TurnLeft, TurnRight}. There is a positive reward associated with green columns
and a negative reward for picking up lanterns, as well as a small negative reward for living. Readers
are referred to the respective papers for details on the environment.
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Table 6. Cumulative reward on the training environment and eight novel environments for CRLMaze,
averaged over 10 seeds. Best method is in bold and brown compares A2C+Rot (rotation prediction)
with and without PAD. Our method improves generalization on a majority of environments.
CRLMaze Random A2C A2C (DR) A2C+IDM A2C+IDM (PAD) A2C+Rot A2C+Rot (PAD)
Training env. −868± 108 371± 629 −355± 295 585± 781 −416± 428 729± 471 681± 316
Walls (1) −877± 136 −6± 571 −355± 260 157± 738 −475± 356 124± 586 204± 285
Walls (2) −864± 60 −754± 351 −166± 609 −761± 214 −381± 502 −536± 468 −353± 453
Floor (1) −872± 69 −93± 599 −435± 193 156± 725 −537± 321 −79± 562 114± 369
Floor (2) −864± 80 −548± 460 −441± 186 −251± 530 −524± 355 −509± 412 −533± 232
Ceiling (1) −909± 93 −84± 567 −388± 248 264± 736 −543± 289 326± 394 316± 278
Ceiling (2) −836± 100 −259± 542 −412± 225 68± 632 −474± 372 −69± 459 247± 252
Light (1) −893± 78 −382± 740 −332± 348 −134± 820 −525± 383 −538± 375 171± 293
Light (2) −908± 109 321± 612 −288± 328 612± 889 −396± 339 369± 712 453± 368
Network details. The neural networks implementing pie, pia, and pis for CRLMaze are architec-
turally similar to that of DMC, but with two subtle differences: pie only consists of 6 convolutional
layers, and task heads pia, pis each have three fully connected layers. Like for DMC, observations
are frame stacks (k = 3) of dimensions 100x100 and we crop to 84x84. We adopt hyperparameters
from Lomonaco et al. [29] and jointly optimize both the RL objective and self-supervised objective
during training. At test-time, we use the sequentially arriving observations to optimize the self-
supervised objective, making one gradient update to network parameters θe, θs at each environment
step. Implementation details are described further in appendix A.
Experimental setup. We train agents on a single environment and measure generalization on a
total of eight novel test environments. Each environment contains a single modification to the training
environment in the form of textures for walls, floor and ceiling, as well as lighting, as shown in
Figure 2. We apply PAD to A2C, a synchronous variant of A3C [33], and use rotation prediction (see
subsection 3.2) as the self-supervised task. Navigation tasks require scene understanding, and we
find that rotation prediction facilitates learning such representations more so than an learning Inverse
Dynamics Model.
We compare to the following baselines: (i) a random agent sampling actions from a uniform distribu-
tion (denoted Random); (ii) A2C with no modifications (denoted A2C); (iii) A2C trained with domain
randomization (denoted A2C (DR)); and (iv) A2C with rotation prediction as auxiliary task (denoted
A2C+Rot; without PAD) . We denote A2C+Rot with PAD as A2C+Rot (PAD). The randomized
domain consists of 56 combinations of diverse textures for walls, floor and ceiling, including textures
from the training environment of other methods, such that there is an overlap between training and
test distributions. In each test environment, we evaluate methods on 20 starting positions and report
results across 10 seeds for all methods. In the reported results, bold denotes best method whereas
brown color is a comparison of A2C+Rot with and without PAD.
Generalization in navigation tasks. Learning to navigate in novel scenes is a challenging problem
because it requires a generalized scene understanding. We hypothesize that: (i) rotation prediction
learns representations that are useful for scene understanding; and (ii) PAD can adapt those represen-
tations to novel scenes. Results from experiments are shown in Table 6. PAD improves generalization
of A2C+Rot in 5 out of 8 test environments considered, and outperforms domain randomization on
both the training environment and a total of 6 test environments. Further, we emphasize that rotation
prediction itself also improves in-domain performance as well as generalization compared to a vanilla
A2C, and that PAD decreases variance between seeds by a large margin.
Choice of self-supervised task. While an auxiliary task can enforce structure in the learned repre-
sentations, its gradients need to be sufficiently correlated with the primary RL task for PAD to be
successful. We examine the importance of selecting appropriate auxiliary tasks by a simple ablation:
replacing rotation prediction with an IDM for the navigation task (denoted A2C+IDM). As can be
seen in Table 6, PAD with IDM (denoted A2C+IDM (PAD)) hurts performance in all environments
considered, while rotation prediction generally improves performance. We argue that navigation
tasks require scene understanding and that rotation prediction promotes that more so than an inverse
dynamics model.
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5 Conclusion
While previous work addresses generalization in RL by learning policies that are invariant to any
environment changes that can be anticipated, we formulate an alternative problem setting in vision-
based RL: can we instead adapt a pretrained-policy to new environments without any reward. We
propose Policy Adaptation during Deployment, a self-supervised framework for online adaptation
at test-time, and show empirically that our method improves generalization of policies to diverse
simulated environmental changes across a variety of tasks. We find that Policy Adaptation during
Deployment benefits greatly from learning online, and we systematically evaluate how the choice
of self-supervised task impacts performance. While the current framework still relies on prior
knowledge on selecting self-supervised tasks for policy adaptation, we see our work as the initial step
in addressing the problem of adapting vision-based policies to unknown environments. We ultimately
envision embodied agents in the future to be learning all the time, with the flexibility to learn both
with and without reward signals, before and during deployment.
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Table 7. Hyper-parameters for the DMC tasks.
Hyperparameter Value
Frame rendering 3× 100× 100
Frame after crop 3× 84× 84
Stacked frames 3
Action repeat 2 (finger)
8 (cartpole)
4 (otherwise)
Discount factor γ 0.99
Episode length 1,000
Learning algorithm Soft Actor-Critic
Self-supervised task Inverse Dynamics Model
Number of training steps 500,000
Replay buffer size 500,000
Optimizer (pie, pia, pis) Adam (β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999)
Optimizer (α) Adam (β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999)
Learning rate (pie, pia, pis) 3e-4 (cheetah)
1e-3 (otherwise)
Learning rate (α) 1e-4
Batch size 128
Batch size (test-time) 32
pie, pis update freq. 2
pie, pis update freq. (test-time) 1
Table 8. Hyper-parameters for the CRLMaze task.
Hyperparameter Value
Frame rendering 3× 100× 100
Frame after crop 3× 84× 84
Stacked frames 3
Action repeat 4
Discount factor γ 0.99
Episode length 1,000
Learning algorithm Advantage Actor-Critic
Self-supervised task Rotation Prediction
Number of training episodes 1,000 (dom. rand.)
500 (otherwise)
Number of processes 20
Optimizer Adam (β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999)
Learning rate 1e-4
Learning rate (test-time) 1e-5
Batch size 20
Batch size (test-time) 32
pie, pis loss coefficient 0.5
pie, pis loss coefficient (test-time) 1
pie, pis update freq. 1
pie, pis update freq. (test-time) 1
Figure 4. Network architecture for the DMC and CRLMaze experiments. pis and pia uses a shared
feature extractor pie. Implementation of policy and value function depends on the learning algorithm.
A Implementation Details
In this section, we elaborate on implementation details for our experiments on DeepMind Control
(DMC) suite [59] and CRLMaze [29] for ViZDoom [67].
Architecture. Our network architecture is illustrated in Figure 4. Observations are stacked frames
(k = 3) rendered at 100× 100 and cropped to 84× 84, i.e. inputs to the network are of dimensions
9×84×84, where the first dimension indicates the channel numbers and the following ones represent
spatial dimensions. The same crop is applied to all frames in a stack. The shared feature extractor pie
consists of 8 (DMC) or 6 (CRLMaze) convolutional layers and outputs features of size 32× 21× 21
in DMC and size 32 × 25 × 25 in CRLMaze. The output from pie is used as input to both the
self-supervised head pis and RL head pia, both of which consist of 3 convolutional layers followed by
3 fully-connected layers.
Learning algorithm. We use Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) [15] for DMC and Advantage Actor-Critic
(A2C) for CRLMaze. Network outputs depend on the task and learning algorithm. As the action
space of DMC is continuous, the policy learned by SAC outputs the mean and variance of a Gaussian
distribution over actions. CRLMaze has a discrete action space and the policy learned by A2C thus
learns a soft-max distribution over actions. For details on the critics learned by SAC and A2C, the
reader is referred to Haarnoja et al. [15] and Mnih et al. [33], respectively.
Hyper-parameters. When applicable, we adopt our hyper-parameters from Yarats et al. [70]
(DMC) and Lomonaco et al. [29] (CRLMaze). For completeness, we detail all hyper-parameters used
for the two environments in Table 7 and Table 8.
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Data augmentation. Random cropping is a commonly used data augmentation used in computer
vision systems [22, 58] but has only recently gained interest as a stochastic regularization technique
in the RL literature [55, 21, 24]. We adopt the random crop proposed in Srinivas et al. [55]: crop
rendered observations of size 100× 100 to 84× 84, applying the same crop to all frames in a stacked
observation. This has the added benefits of regularization while still preserving spatio-temporal
patterns between frames. When learning an Inverse Dynamics Model, we apply the same crop to all
frames of a given observation but apply two different crops to the consecutive observations (st, st+1)
used to predict action at.
Policy Adaptation during Deployment. We evaluate our method and baselines with episodic
cumulative reward of an agent trained in a single environment and tested in a collection of test
environments, each with distinct changes from the training environment. We assume no reward
signal at test-time and agents are expected to generalize without pre-training or resetting in the new
environment. Therefore, we make updates to the policy using a self-supervised objective, and we
train using observations from the environment in an online manner without memory, i.e. we make
one update per step using the most-recent observation.
Empirically, we find that: (i) the random crop data augmentation used during training helps regularize
learning at test-time; and (ii) our algorithm benefits from learning from a batch of randomly cropped
observations rather than single observations, even when all observations in the batch are augmented
copies of the most-recent observation. As such, we apply both of these techniques when performing
Policy Adaptation during Deployment and use a batch size of 32. When using the policy to take
actions, however, inputs to the policy are simply center-cropped.
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